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Diagonal Estimates of Transition Probability Densities 
of Certain Degenerate Diffusion Processes 
SAT~SHI TAKANOBU* 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Given V,, . . . . V,, E Cl (IV, Rd), set 
where I’lll(~Cr(Rd, Rd)), G’(a), and lE”(u) below are explained in Sec- 
tion 2. Then Q,, ,, is open in Rd and Q, ~. := lJua, lJr,O Q(,, ,, coincides 
with the set {XE lFY’; dim Lie (P,, . . . . I’,)(X) = d}. Furthermore, given 
CT’E C,“(R”), ZE E’(2), set V”E C’;(W’, I&!“) by V. := x,E E0c2j a’VC,,. 
For in (0, 1, . . . . n}, a smooth vector field p, on Rd is defined by 
8, : = C,*= 1 V!(x)(8/8xJ). Denote by p( t, x, &) the transition probabilities 
of diffusion process corresponding to the operator L : = 4 x7=, p’f + PO. If 
XEQ-, then, for each f > 0, p(t, x, &) has a smooth density p(t, X, .) 
with respect to Lebesgue measure (1~: p(t, x, dy) =p(f, X, J)) &. In fact, it is 
smooth in (t, x, y) E (0, co) x R, x R”. 
In the following, we fix a 3 1 and v > 0, and suppose that 52,. ,, is 
nonempty. In this paper, we aim at showing the following: For XE R”, 
b>a and t>O, set 
kh(f, X) : = max { f’M”2 1 det( VC,l(.~)),tw 1 ; W c Go(b) with # W = d}, (1) 
where IW/ := xltlh, I II and 111 is the length of I (for details, see Section 2). 
Note that ih(t, X) ~0 for all XEQ,,, ~. Then 
THEOREM. There exist 0 < c < C < + x, b 3 a and 0 < to ,< 1 such that 
,for allxEQ,,,. andO<t<ro, 
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This problem is probabilisticaily treated as follows: Let ( W = W;t, P) be 
the n-dimensional Wiener space and let X(t, x) be the unique solution to 
the following SDE on Rd 
dx[ = i vi(x[)o dWj + V()(X,) dt 
,=I 
Here a generic element PC = (M.,),~~) of W is clearly a realization of an 
n-dimensional Brownian motion under P and the symbol 2 indicates the 
stochastic differential of Stratonovich. It is well known that p(t, x, dy) = 
P(X( t, x) E dy), t 3 0, .K, J’ E R” and, moreover, 
P(L .K, y) = ECG,(X(t, .x)11, t>O,xEQ,~,JEw’, (2) 
where the right-hand side is a generalized expectation of h,(X(t, x)) 
(cf. [ 1, 10, 111). For our problem, it is convenient to introduce a parameter 
e > 0 in the above SDE as follows: 
dX,=c c V,(X,)~dL1::+t:*VO(X,)dt 
,=I 
X” = .K E R”. 
(3) 
Denoting by Y(t, s) the unique solution to this SDE, we know from the 
scaling property of (w,),~~ that (X(E2t, x)),~~ is equivalent in law to 
(J-74 x)),,,. Hence, the expression (2) is rewritten as 
p(2, x, y) = E[6,.(X”( 1, X))], XEQ~~,4’EIWd. (4) 
In the sequel, through the study of integrand 6,(X”(l, x)) in (4) for small 
E > 0, we shall establish the diagonal estimates of p(t, x, y) at short time 
(the above theorem). 
The general ( = not only diagonal but also off-diagonal) estimates at 
short time were obtained by Jerrison and Sgnchez [3] and Kusuoka and 
Stroock [6]: For some constant A43 1, it holds that 
’ 
(f>X,Y)E(O, IlXQ<,,,,XQ<,.,.. 
Here d(x, v) is a “control metric” between x and y defined in terms of 
ti ,,..., ti,,, B(.K, 6)= {J’E!~, ,.,,; d(.\-, ~2) < 6}, and I* 1 denotes the Lebesgue 
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measure of * c Rd. On the other hand, in Nagel, Stein, and Wainger [7], 
it was shown that ( B(x, ,/;)I =: &,(t, X) as tl0. So, putting those together, 
one can immediately obtain our theorem. In this paper, however, we show 
that it can be derived in a more direct and elementary way from our results 
in [9] and some of their extensions. 
Section 2, entitled “preliminaries, ” is devoted to presenting the materials 
(= the notion, some notations and Propositions I-6) which are necessary 
for understanding and proving the theorem. In Section 3, the theorem will 
be proved by appealing to Lemmas 1-4: Lemmas 1 and 2 will be simple 
consequences of Propositions 4-6, and, moreover, after additional con- 
sideration, Lemmas 3 and 4 will be proved. More precisely, we shall 
simplify their proofs into those of (27) and (28), and then we shall prove 
them. 
Warning. Throughout this paper, we freely use the notion, notations, 
and the representations in [ 1, 10, 111. For details, refer to those papers. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Set IE := (0, 1, . . . . H} and let .r4( E) : = the free algebra over R’ generated 
by E and Y(E) := the free Lie algebra over IR generated by E. 58(E) 
may be identified as a Lie subalgebra of d(E) generated by E. Set E,, c 
lE(b)clF(~)cd(E), b-l,2 ,...: E,:= ji,Gh;il )...) i,EE}, E(b):= E,u 
E,v . . . v E, and lE(c0) := E, v E,v E,u ..., where i, . ..i. is a product in 
d(E) of i, ) . . . . i,. Clearly the systems IE(,zo) are linearly independent. For 
I= i, . i, E E(X)), we introduce the following notations: 1 II = the length 
of I:= 6, r(Z):= #{ cE{l,...,b};i,=O} and JJZJI := IZ(+z(Z). Define 
Cl1 E WE), 1~ Ua) by 
[i, . ..&I := [’ 
{’ 
if b= 1, 
CCi, . ..i.-,l, kl if b 3 2, 
where [ , ] is a Lie product in d(lE). Since [I], ZE IE( m) belong to 
a Z-module in d(E) generated by E(co), integers ci, Z, JE E(m) are 
uniquefy determined by [I] = CJE E(mj cff. It is easy to see that (i) c;‘= 6,,, 
i, je E, (ii) cf =0 if either 111 # IJI or 1) ((1 # )I JI(, and (iii) rh := 
rankC(c%, JEEh ] 2 1 for each b >, 1. So we can take a subset G,c E, 
such that #G, = rb and the row vectors (c:)~~~*, ZE 6, are linearly 
independent. For 1 <b d co, we set the following subsets of [E(b): E”(b) : = 
{Z E E(b); a(Z) = 0}, IE((b)) := (I E E(b); /IIll d b}, G(b) := lJf=, G,, 
S”(b) := [E’(b) n G(b) and G((b)) := E((b)) n G(b). For a subset 
0 c E( co), let us denote % : = O\ (0). Then we have the following, the proof 
of which is easy: 
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hOPOSITION f. Let (0, d)=(E(b), G(h)), ([E((h)), G((h))), OY (E"(h), 
G’(b)). Then ([J]; JE J (resp. a)} f orm a basis of thr linear subspace of 
Y(IE) spanned bq’ {[Z]; IE 0 (resp. j)}. 
The algebra .&J(E) is a graded algebra with .G&(!E) := the subspace 
spanned by Eh, b = 0, 1, 2, . . . . where .Pe,(E) := R for convenience, i.e., 
.d(lE)=C,“lo@&E), &‘JlE) L&(E)c ,G$, ,(lE), b, c&O. So we can extend it 
to the algebra ,ti(E) of formal (noncommutative) power series in 0, 1, . . . . n. 
More specifically, the elements of &(lE) are the expressions C,‘=,, .Y,, = 
x,, + .Y, + x1 + , xh E .&(iE) such that I;= (, sh = x5=, yh if and only if 
Xh = l’h) b = 0, 1, 2, . . . . Addition and scalar multiplication are defined 
component-wise, and a product in ,4(E) is defined by (Ct=O.~,,)(Cl=O!.h) 
= C:=o zh, where z,, = .~~)y~ + .Y,J/, , + + .Y,,J~~ Ecti#( iE). Denote by 
~&‘g(iE)‘~’ the subset of all elements of the form .x~ + x,, + , + I.’ . Clearly this 
is an ideal in .d(E). If we define a pseudonorm I* 1 in cd(E) by 
,.,,I := 2--m”~~h,&7i7i’*~ - ), then .&(E) is complete and the subalgebra .cf(E) 
is dense in it. Now, for .YE ,G!(E)“‘, we define the elements exp .Y and 
log(l +x) of .ti(E) as follows: 
expx:= 1+ C g 
I (-l)h ’ 
h=, b!’ 
log(l+s):= 2 b P. 
/,= 1 
Those are well defined, since the series indicated converge relative to the 
pseudonorm 1 VJ. Clearly exp log( 1 +x) = I + .Y and log exp .r = X. If we ~ __ ___ - 
denote the closure of Y(E) in .&(lE) as Y(E), then Y’(E) c .ti(E)“’ and the 
following holds (cf. [2]): 
PROPOSITION 2. For x, y E Y(E), log(exp s exp y) E Y( [EL) and it is given 
by the Campbell-Hausdorff ,formula: 
log(exp ~expy)= C f c 
(-1)“’ ’ 
h=l PI + 4, + + P,,, + c/m = h 
m 
1’1 + 4,. Pm +4”> za 0 
X 
(ad x)“’ (ad y)“’ . (ad .x)“‘J (ad J,)Y~~~ 
rI:=, Pi! q,! 
Here (ad x) y : = [x, y] = xy - yx and we adopt the convention ad x = X. 
By virtue of this proposition, if a product x ‘.y in 9(E) is given by 
x .y := log(exp x expy), then (P(E), .) is a group, i.e., it holds that 
(i)(x.y).z=x.(y.z) for x,y,z~LZ(lE), (ii) OE4a(E) is a unit element, 
and (iii) the inverse element x ’ of x E 3’( IE) is -x. 
Set Ph(E) : = da(E) n .dh( E), h = 1, 2, . Then L$([E) = the subspace 
spanned by ([Z]; ZE E,) and Y(E) = the subset of all elements of the form 
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x,+x+ .“) x~EYJ((E). Let us denote RBG’-*‘:= {(u’),~~,~);u’E(W’, 
ZE G(co) ). By Proposition 1, there is a one-to-one correspondence between 
.YE~P(E) and U= (u’)~~~~(~ )E R”“’ such that x=xltG+ ,u’[Z]. From 
this correspondence, the multiplication in Y(iE) induces the one x 
in RL”‘” ) as follows: For U= (u’),~~~(~, and c=(z:‘),~(~,~,, uxr= 
((u x f?)‘) ,h :I, % ) is an element of R”“’ ’ ’ such that 
Similarly to Y(lE), (lRG(r), x) is a group; 0 ( = the element with all zero 
components) is a unit element and u ’ ( = the inverse element of u) = - I(. 
For each h> 1, set [w,r,‘h) := ((u’),~;~,~); U’E [w’, /EC(~)). lR”‘h) is 
identified as a subspace of R ” ‘) in such a way that u = (u’),,~~,~, tf fi= 
(U’),t cb,-r ) by setting 
u’ :z 
i 
21’ if (Z(dh 
0 if (Zj>h 
Note that x J - x’ .J’ E x2( lE)‘h+ ” if .Y - x’, r - J” E ‘d( IE)“’ + ’ ‘. From this 
fact, we can uniquely determine n‘~ R’“‘h’ foru, c E Rb”h’ so that 
(C,,G(h)~‘[Z]).(C,td,h)~‘[Z])-C,FQ(,,,~~’[Z]~.~([E)(h+“. Indeed, w is 
given by ((Ux Li)‘),tG(h,. Adopting the same symbol x as in lRG”‘” ‘, we 
denote this IL’ by u x E. It is easy to see that (R5”lh’, x ) is a Lie group with 
0 as a unit element and -U as an inverse element of U. For K E G( x ) and 
iE IE, set 
? 
R;(u):= -((cxuy ) 
&I’ u= (U’),6e;c.r )E IwL‘“” ‘. ,’ = 0 
Proposition 2 implies that 
[J,, K if / K( = 1 (i.e., KE E), 
R;(u) = 
c e,, .,,, ,*( K, i) u” u’* if / Kl 32, 
(5) 
ha I_ I,. //‘E’l,(721 
where c i,....,&Ki)> h 3 1, I,, . . . . Zh E G(s) are universal constants 
(evaluated from the Campbell-Hausdorff formula) so that 
cI,, .., ,,(K 4 = 0 
if either j I, 1 + + I Z,, I # I K I - 1 or I( I, II + + /I I,, /I # /I K II - I/ i I/. 
(6) 
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Hence Rf( .) is independent of u’, 111 2 1 KI and RFCb’, K := Rr(IW~lhl ( = the 
restriction of Rr to [WGCh) ), KE G(b) are well defined. It is easily seen 
that RF(h),K(~)= (i3/&‘)(u x ~)~l,.=~, UE IWG(“‘, and thus RFth’ := 
Ix Kt G(/,) R”‘h’, “(u)(Wu”) is a right-invariant vector field on [WQ’h’. 
Moreover, RF(‘), ie E generate the right-invariant Lie algebra h,, of [W”“” 
and it holds that 
Here R$” E h,,, I = i, . i,. E [E( a ) are defined by 
R”‘h’ 
RG”-‘h’ .- 
if c= 1, 
[I,---!,] .- 
rf ;;“! ,< ,], R;‘h’l if ~‘3 2, 
and Exp(tR) is the integral curve of R E bh. 
Letting G = G((h)) or G’(b), we set iw” := {(u’),~~,; u’E [w’, ZE 6). It 
may be regarded as a subspace of (WG”“. In the same way as [WG”‘h’, we see 
the following: (i) By introducing a multiplication x in [w’, (iw”, x ) is a Lie 
group, where we use the same symbol x as in (W”‘b’. (ii) RF. K : = Rr 1 Rgc, 
KEG, i~iE are well defined, RF := CKtG R~~K(u)(~/~uK)~~s and RF, 
i E [E, generate h G, where h, denotes the right-invariant Lie algebra of [wG. 
(iii) For all u = (u’),,-,, 
Ex~(~~u’K~,,)(O)=(ii’),~~~, (7) 
where RQ [,, phi, ZE [E(co), are defined as RF,(f). 
Now recall the n-dimensional Wiener space ( W= W;, P). (w:),, Ic, *., are 
inductively defined by 
where (and hereafter) WY := t for convenience. Ii, = (U~)KEQC7-j is the 
unique solution to the following SDE on [wG’” ): 
dUf= 1 R;(U,)cdw;, KEG(~) 
IE[E 
u,=o. 
Note that w:, Up E I13, rc ( = the space of smooth Wiener functionals in the 
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Malliavin sense). From (5) and (6), Ur, KE G( x ), are successively deter- 
mined by 
if lK132. (8) 
Hence Cl: is expressible as a multiple stochastic integral of M.:, in IE, of 
order d (K(. Conversely, )t’f is expressible in terms of U:, j JI < 111 as 
follows (cf. Proposition 3.9 in [9]): 
Letting G =G(h), 6((b)), or G’(h), we set .!IJF := (U:),tG and 
0: : = (U:),,,, where G : = G\ {O}. UF is the unique solution to the 
following SDE on R” : 
dU,= 1 R~(U,)4.; 
ie It 
u,, = 0. 
(10) 
Denote by 8: the Malliavin covariance of 0: ( E D “(R’)) and set ;lF by 
Then, we have the following (cf. Proposition 3.8 in 191): 
PROPOSITION 3. For each t > 0, f?F(‘) > 0 a.~. (P ) and (ZF(“) -- ’ E 
n p> IL,,. 
From the scaling property of (MJ,)~~“, the expression (8) implies that 
((~““‘U:)IE~(~.))l~O is equivalent in law to ((Uj2,),sG(rl;j),a0 for E. >O. 
Hence, if we define an isomorphism TF on RG by T:(u’),~~ := 
(AU’N~‘),SG, then (TF UF),,,, is equivalent in law to (Us,),.,. Combining 
this with (lo), we have the following, which is shown by the standard 
procedure: 
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PROPOSITION 4. For any h > 1 and K > 0, there exist constants c,(b) > 0, 
c,(b, K) > 0 such that ,for t > 0 and 0 <E < Jm, 
Recall the unique solution X’(t, x) to SDE (3). X’(t, X) is an element of 
Doo(rWd), and it holds that (cf. Kusuoka and Stroock [5]): 
PROPOSITION 5. There exist k 3 1 and 0 < F~ < 1 such that for all p > I, 
sup 2 II (~XT(Lr)V ’ II/?< + a. 
xtRo.,. 0 < I: c cg 
Here rcYc,.;, : = inf,,,‘, I (uX,(,, .,l, I> and oX,(,, ,) is the Malliavin 
covariance of X’( 1, x). 
From S. Watanabe [ 111, xC( t, X) has the asymptotic expansion 
X”(t,x)-XS i: Eh 1 (m4 4 in DJL(rWd) as ~10. 
h=l I: II I II = h 
Here, 8, is a differential operator of order 1 II defined by t, : = pi, PIh, 
I= i, . . . ib E [E( 03 ), and i(x) = X(E rWd). Substituting the expression (9) for IV: 
in the expansion, we have the following (cf. Proposition 4.4 in [9]): Let 
PC,, EX([W~), ZE [E(cc) be defined as R$” and l/tl, = ( Vi,I,),= ,.,,,, do 
CF([Wd, [Wd) be its components. For each b 3 1, set Fi(t, x), R”,(t, x) E 
D”(W): 
1 E II ‘1 II (i’l . . . t: II 6 II ui’< , f 
I,, I, t G((h)l 
Then, 
x (Q[,,, ” P,,Ji)(X), (11) 
R;(t, x) := X”(t, x)--s- F;(t, x). (12) 
PROPOSITION 6. For any b 2 1, t 3 0, p > 1, and s > 0, it holds that 
SUP IlREh(f,~)ll~..,==O(&~+‘) as ~10. 
rsk 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 
For b > 1, set cl,, E C,“(IWd, lWd@ [WG(““), M, E C”(IWd x iWG(““, rWd@ W’) 
and F,EC~(W’X [w G’(h)), lFV) as follows: 
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b- I 1 
lwgx, u) : = 6, + 1 ___ 
<.=I (c+ I)! c I,. I, EC(ihl)  ^
x a;( v,,, ] . . P[,,, i’)(x) u” 24’1, 
i,jE 11, . ..) d}, XE R”, UE RG”“h”, (13) 
FJX, u) := MJX, u) Q(X) u. 
By (11) and (13) it is easily verified that 
F;(t, x) = F,,(x, T;“h” UF”“‘). (14) 
From the expression of M,, for each b 2 1, we can and do take a xh > 0 
satisfying 
1 
sup I/Mb(X, u)*-~,ll 6-, 
YEW’! JUlCK;h 2 
sup 1 I~,M,(x.u)a,(x)rr12~~. 
.~‘EIW41ulCKh,tQ(b), 
Going through the same procedure as in Lemma 5.8 of [9], we have the 
following: For all h 2 a, 0 < E < 1, and x E Q,,,,, 
Here rr Fh’.X, T~“h)~L,4j”~q is defined as rr,‘,, .\.,. Let h E C,X( R’ ) be such that 
O,<h,<l and 
h(x)= :, 
i 
if IxI<$ 
if 1x121’ 
and for b 2 1 and E > 0, set 
hJX) : = h(X/(Kb/2)7 E C(y( R’), 
fb(,y, u) := hb(lU’2) 
det M,(x, u)’ 
x E UP, 24 E LP’@“, 
x; := hb(l T,Q”b”U~“b”12)ED~. 
By virtue of (15) and Proposition 3, x”, .6,,(F,(x, T~“h”U~“h”)) is well 
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defined as an element of DT and the following holds (cf. Lemma 5.20 in 
[9] for the proof): For all h 3 a, 0 < E < 1, and x E Q,, ,,, 
xx 6,(F,(x, T”“wyb”)) 
=fJx, T”“b’wf-“b”). S,(a,(x) Te”“b”Uy”). i. (16) 
First, we state the following two lemmas, which are easily seen from 
Propositions 4, 5, and 6 and (15): 
LEMMA 1. For any h 3 a and p > 1, there exist constants cj, c4 > 0 such 
that 
SUP IIt1 -xEh).&,(J?l, X))ll,. -2(rd121+t)GC3exP{ -Cd&'1 as &JO. 
.'i E a,,, 
LEMMA 2. There exists a sequence (Ih)ha (, such that (i) lim,T x 1, = + x 
and (ii) for all p > 1, 
-x”, .~,(F,(x, T;“h”U~“h”))lj,, mzCCd,2, +2, = O(E’~) as & J 0. 
Second, we state the following two lemmas, which are keys to the proof 
of theorem: 
LEMMA 3. For any b > a, there exists 0 < Ed < 1 such that 
inf 
I E a,, > 
&(E*, x) E[d,(q,(x) T:“h’)U~“b”)] > 0. 
O<&SL1, 
LEMMA 4. For any b 3 a and p > 1, it holds that 
SUP J&A&~, -x)II ~,(a,(~) T:“b”U~“b”)ll,, -z(c‘,,2, + 1j -=c + a. 
xEn,.,,o<&~l 
Before proceeding to the proof, we first prove the theorem admitting the 
above lemmas. 
Proof of Theorem. By (12), (14), and (16), we observe that for b 3 a, 
XEQ,.,, and O-C&< 1, 
6JJa1, xl) 
= (1 - XEb) &JJaL x)) 
+ x”, . dO(Fh(x, T;“b”U~‘(h”) + I$( 1, x)) 
-xi .6,(F,(x, TG(‘b”U~“b”)) 
Sfb(X, Ty& .(so(ab(x) Tyb”uy”). 
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By taking the norm (1. Ijp, -. 2,1d21 +?), p > 1, it follows that 
d sup j.h(E2,u~)/l(l -x",).S,(x'(1,.~))ll,, 2([d21-~2~ 
1 E Qu > 
Here, we note that for each h 3 1, p > 1, and s > 0, 
sup I( f/)(x, Tj’b”Uy”)((p. ~ < + cc, (18) 
1 8 3". 0 < I. s 1 
sup 11 ,fh(X, T,G”W~“~“) - 1 Ilp..s = O(E) as ,510. (19) 
.): t Fe 
Hence, by (17) (18), Lemmas 1, 2, and 4, there exists a, 3 a such that for 
allp> 1 and 63a, 
Particularly, we obtain that for b 3 a,, 
sup 3.,(E2, x) E[S.JXE( 1, x))] = : C < + co. (20) 
Y t R,, , , 0 < c < I 
In the same way as above, from (19), Lemmas 1,2, and 4, it follows that 
for all p > 1 and h 3 a,, 
sup &(F2, XII 6.(X&(1, x)) - G,(cr,(x) T~“h”U~“h”)II,, -2(rd,‘2,+2) 
rt%., 
= O(E) as ,510, 
and particularly, we see that for b 3 a,, 
sup i.,(s’, x)1 E[G,(X”(l, x))] - E[G,(cc,(x) T,Q”h’)UF”b)l)] 1 
r t R”, I
= O(E) as ~10. 
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Thus, in conjunction with Lemma 3, we obtain that for any b 3 a,, there 
exists 0 <EL < Ed such that 
inf i”,(E2, x) E[S,(X’:( 1, X))] = : c > 0. (21) stR,,,.O<f~ci, 
Finally, putting (4), (20), and (21) together, we have the following: For 
any b > a,, there exists 0 < EL d 1 such that for all 0 < F < ~6 and x E 52,,,,, 
This completes the proof of the theorem. Q.E.D. 
In the following, we are going to show Lemmas 3 and 4. First of all, we 
introduce the following: For x,, . . . . x,,,s d(E), we set [x,, . . . . x,,] E .c9([E) 
by 
if m=l, 
> -x,7,- 11, .~,,,I~ if m B 2. 
Clearly [ii, . . . . ib] = [il . ih] if ii, . . . . i,~ IE. For b 3 1, let iEz : = {ZE lEO( cc); 
lZ(=b} andGt:= {Z~G”(~);~Z/=bf.GivenZ~IE(x)withr(Z)>Oand 
J,, . . . . Jzcl) E [Ei, we define [ZIJ,, J,,,i E 9(lE) as follows: If I= i, .‘. i,,, and 
i,,= . ..=iUz!.,,=Ofor l<a,< . ..<u.~,,<IZ(, thenweset 
[IIJ ,,.,.. J,crl := [iI, . . . . it,,- ,, CJ,l, i,,,. ,, .-, i,: ,. CJzl, iu:+l, . . . . 
i Ll.i,i- ,, [J,cljlj &,,+ I 1 -., illIJ 
Note that C&, ., J,,,, belongs to the subspace spanned by [K], KE 1Ei,,, . 
So, by Proposition 1, we can find a unique (e:,,, ..., J,,,, Kt o, ,~ ) 
o such that 
1m,. . . . . J,,,) = C eZJ,. ..J,,,,CK1. (22) 
K ’ $1 il 
Recalling the definition of V, and VT,,, we take a system 
(dLm),JtEw c Cg(O?‘) such that (i) of=0 if 1 .ZI 2 11 III + 1 and 
u;‘s,3J if zc E”(x), (ii) vIr, =CJEE~Imj ~VLI, for any ZE E(cc)), and (iii) 
for any ZE [E(a) with a(Z) > 0, 
UK1 ‘. U”‘“‘[Z],,,. K, ,,’ (23) 
J t ol’!,,, K,. . K,,,,E q 
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By Proposition 1, we also take an (r$),,~~ ) Jt F~j(-, such that (i) e,; = 0 if 
11) #I JJ and e:=6,,,, if JEG’(cz) and (ii) [J]=C,G,;il,,,e>[Z] for any 
JE lE”( J;). Set 
A,(e, x) := Tyh) 
i 
c r$(.K) e;. TO”“h” / 
XE i”lh) > It G”lh~. IE ‘:D(lh)) 
From the properties of (a$ and (e$), it is easily verified that 
Q(X) Ty” = 3iJ.K) Ty”“A,(e, x), (24) 
where AJ.Y) := i 6,,,, ,,,,, 2 ~:I,K)e~!Ji-.:,h).,~ t.(,1),3 (25) KE c” tY 1 i,I, 
7l,$*($:, 1) 3 7y’ for all h 3 I, E > 0, and x E R”. where 4h(~. X) 
:= Ah(E, x) cry)’ (26) 
Let h 3 u, x E R,, ,,, and 0 < E < 1. From the definition of jUh(s’, s) (recall 
(l)), we can and do choose an W=W,,X,,,cGo(h) with #W=d which 
attains the maximum on the right-hand side of (1). Since I’[,,(.\-), ZE W 
form a basis in R”, there exists a = (jI~),,Iw,JEGO~hj such that gh(x) = zw fi, 
where c( w := (V,,,(-xl),,.. In fact, by Cramer’s rule, it is given by 
So, b: = 6,,, for Z, JE W and, from the choice of W, 1 /j: / d E”‘- K” for ZE W, 
JE GO(h). Thus, from these observations, it follows that !Zh(x) TFU(h) = 
~awT~[QbJy] for some ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ with Iy>j<l, and this, 
together with (24), implies that 
1 
= E”’ I W VC,I(x)),to, I 
6o(CQ w ?I bJ&, -4) 
Here 0 Iip denotes the unit matrix on R”, i.e., Q itl = (6 ,.., ),. .,E M 
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As we easily see, by virtue of this identity, the proofs of Lemmas 3 and 
4 are reduced to those of the following (27) and (28), respectively: 
For any h 3 1, there exists 0 < ch d 1 such that 
inf { E[&( [Q r., ~1 ~Jc, x))]; 0 < (-: d F~, -Y E W, (W, y) E *h) > 0. 
(27) 
Forallh>landp>l, 
Here (kU,y)~*~ means that (W, y) is a pair such that W c G”(h) with 
#W=Ctandy=(yf,),..,,..o,,, Hwith I;‘:l<l. 
Proqf of (27) und (28). From (25) it is clear that 
(29) 
On the other hand, noting that rcl,, ?, tibC,,, .uj 3 7r6h,i, Yj for all x E lRd, E > 0, 
and (W Y) E *,,, we see from (26) and Proposition 3 that [I w ~1 Qlh(a, X) is 
uniformly nondegenerate in x E BY’, c > 0, (W, y) E *,,. Hence, by this and 
(29), we have (28) and 
-~dCQ~3’1 4h(O+tX))llp, 2(rc/j2]+2)< +K. (30) 
If we now admit Lemma 5 below, then (27) immediately follows from (30). 
Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 5. For each b 3 1, 
rtlRd*f>,s .’ * bmACQM rl d/D+, XIII >o. 
Proof. Note that, in SE Rd and (W, 7) E *br [I! Mi ~1 db(O+, X) is 
uniformly nondegenerate and [Q w ~1 Ah(x) is uniformly bounded. So, it is 
enough to show that for each XE IFV’, 
E[6,(q4,(0+, “XT))] = E[G,(A,(x) uy”)] > 0. (31) 
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We take an arbitrary x E Rd and fix it. Set (rf),,, ~1~~. ), ,F Cb(( , ,) by 
1 
6 .I. I if IE GO( cc) 
G:= d,., j.,, 11, c 
K,. K*,i,t FJ 
c+‘(X) ” c+“(X) e;: K,, K,,,, 
if IEG((X))‘,,G’(zb). 
By (221, W, and WI, Ah@)= (5:).,.Qu(h).,~6(,h,,. Given u= (u’),~~~(,~)~E 
I%“““‘, we denote G = (LP’)~,~;~,~, E IW”“(“’ by GJ : = x,Itr’,((hl, rfu’. Then. 
clearly, 
f$,,(O+, x) = (Uy”), (32) 
and we observe by (22) that 
c GJ[J] = c u’[Z] 
JE GO(b) It dfhl 
+ c u’ c 
d’(s) “‘CrJ~~“(.Y)[Z],,. ,,J,,,). 
ItGI( G”(h) ./I. .._ J,,,i t 1; 
(33) 
If we set ai~hGC,,,),, in IE, by 
I?, := 
i 
Rb”h” 
f,i E;a’(x) RF,‘{“” 
if ig {I, . . . . n}, 
if i= 0, 
then (33) implies that CJt G~~(hj JJ RF>?” = Clt Qffhjj u’Br,, for all 
24 = (U’LG((h,P and so, from this and (7), it follows that 
u’i+,, 
if JeG”(h) 
if JE G((h))\~G’(h). 
(34) 
In particular, it holds that (UF”‘“) = (Exp(C,, Q((h)) U:K,,,)(0)J)J,.~,,,,. 
Now, from H. Kunita [4], it is known that o’, := Ex~(~,~~~,~~~ U: 
R,,,)(O) satisfies the following SDE on RG”h”: 
dU,= i ii,(u,),~~:+WO(U,)nt. 
/=I 
Noting the property of R?“” and (34), 
satisfies the following SDE’on R”“‘h’: 
we see from this that (UF’Ch”) 
&J, zz c R”u’h’ ( u,) n dw; + c a’(x) Rp;jh’( U,) dr. 
I-I I t 1-y 
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Since R?U'h' ) i=l,..., n, generate ;he right-invariant Lie algebra f)6G”thj of 
[W@(“), fsr t > 0, the solution ( UT”h)‘) (~UIr(RQ”~h’)) is nondegenerate and 
--, 
hence, 6,( ( Up”h” )) is well defined as an element in D ~‘I for each 
UE RCo(h’. On the other hand, from the support theory due to Stroock and 
Varadhan [S], we know that the support of (U)““) coincides with II%““““’ 
for t 10. Thus, tracing the argument in Appendix of [9], we conclude that 
for all r>O and UE RG”‘h), 
E[6,( (u+))] > 0, 
from which and (32), (31) obviously follows. Q. E.D. 
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